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2022 TOP 100 GOOD 
PRACTICE STORY 



 
Issues faced 
What was the problem/issue solved with the good practice? 

 

DESCRIBE YOUR GOOD PRACTICE STORY 
Address each aspect of your good practice story in the different sections being 
specific including relevant quantitative and qualitative information. 

 

Quintana Roo – Mexican Caribbean has been the right example of over tourism, overexploiting 
natural and social resources, especially in the north of the state – i-e. Cancún-. And this trend to 
OVER-DEVELOPMENT, is “going south” and threats to end up with the uniqueness of Playa del 
Carmen. 

When we think of Playa del Carmen, a medium sized city (around 303,000 inh), with incredible 
natural capital of more than 5,880 BIG TREES (in the urban polygon) registered, more than 300 
“cenotes”, more than 16 wild jaguars living in the surrounding jungle, more than 110 nationalities 
comprising the local population that have chosen this place to live, due to the unparalleled natural 
beauty and cultural mix, and see the current state of “threatening development”. But almost no one 
is aware that “Playa” as is called by locals, is also the POTENTIAL HOME OF A LARGE BIOLOGICAL 
CORRIDOR, as it is located in the heart of the second largest forest massif in America, only behind 
the Amazon Jungle Forest. We, as NGO – in coordination with Tourism ministry in the State, 
suggested being part of TOP100 Competition AS A TRIGGER TO FOSTER A NEW VISION – showcasing 
the good practices currently developed by civil society and local entrepreneurs, in order to INSPIRE 
others, bring together authorities and society to BE AWARE of the AMAZING 
NATURAL/CULTURAL/SOCIAL CAPITAL Playa del Carmen is by itself. But also, highlighting the RISK 
that it has right now if not reviewed, when there is still time to re-think the urban model, and make 
the decision to revaluate the NATURAL CAPITAL under the standards of sustainability, and the 
opportunity that could be lost to reach CONSCIOUS market and create LOCAL AWARENESS in PLAYA 
DEL CARMEN if natural/cultural/social capital is not preserved. 

So trying to set up a MILESTONE in the process, we decided to put together the pieces to take Playa 
to TOP100 opportunity, as we strongly believe that the smart strategy of TOP100 (for 2 years) and 
then ACP journey is capable to raise genuine interest in the key stakeholders to understand the high 
benefits that sustainability (with Green Destinations) can add to the destination and its businesses, 
stressing out the importance of visibility and market access towards the right conscious travelers, 
avoiding traditional marketing and promotion from a traditional “sun & beach” destination, but 
choosing one based on UNIQUENESSES, natural, cultural and social placing the PURPOSE of the 
destination in the center, valuating local community and unique identity. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

Through the call, we found several “heroes” that are completely aware of what has been said, and 
we weaved ONE STORY, based on seven different stories, all of them united by a common thread: A 
DEEP LOVE FOR “PLAYA”, and doing REAL LIFE daily activities to preserve, conserve, maintain and 
share the knowledge they have to both, visitors and local residents.  

6. Efraín Cab. Trigonario Urbano (stingless sacred mayan bees urban sanctuary) 
7. Raúl Padilla. Jaguar WildLife NGO – CEO. 
8. Felipe Salazar Dzituc. Native Mayan – proud educational tourist guide at Río Secreto 
9. Víctor Nuñez. Inclusive tourism guide at Río Secreto 
10. Janet Guardiola. Vive Cenote – Live Cenote! 
11. Otto Von-Vertrab. Visionary founder - Río Secreto CEO 
12. Michel Duhart. A new story. Founder. 



 
Methods, steps and tools applied 
How was the good practice implemented? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each one of our stories / heroes, have developed different and surprising methods and steps, both 
as citizens and/or consciousness entrepreneur have dedicated their daily lives to achieve their goals: 

 
1. Efraín Cab. Trigonario Urbano (stingless sacred mayan bees urban sanctuary) 

Dedicating part of his life to RESCUE hives from “under development” sites and part of his own home 
to create home for bees. He is always attentive to create the possibility to RESCUE SACRED MAYAN 
BEES, with an inherited knowledge from his ancestors, being aware of the importance of the role they 
play in the conservation of the local biodiversity. 

 
2. Raúl Padilla. Jaguar WildLife NGO – CEO. 

He is founder and CEO this NGO has dedicated his life to MONITOR and VERIFY the population of 
Jaguars living in the surrounding jungle that is asided to the urban development in Playa. Camera 
traps, habits monitoring, needs and movements to be able to recognize the large value of the role of 
Jaguar (umbrella species) in the area. 
 

3. Felipe Salazar Dzituc. Native Mayan – proud educational tourist guide at Río Secreto 
In the ecosystem of Río Secreto, Conscious Company, Felipe is a native mayan that has been very 
empowered through his daily job, that has realized the importance of PRESERVING THE 
UNDERGROUND RIVERS SYSTEM that nourishes the coral reef, which in turn, gives live to TURQUOISE 
WATERS of the Mexican Caribbean, and also, is the source of fresh water for the whole region. 
 

4. Víctor Nuñez. Inclusive tourism guide at Río Secreto 
Also in the ecosystem of Río Secreto, Consciuos Company, Víctor is a natural promoter of this 
WITHOUT LIMITS program, aiming to share his personal story with special capabilities visitors, 
towards this target that also wants to enjoy the magic that Río Secreto offers: the incredible 
knowledge of the interaction of the health of the jungle WITH THE HEALTH OF THE UNDERGROUND 
RIVERS SYSTEM – as the veins of the Mayan World. 
 

5. Janet Guardiola. Vive Cenote – Live Cenote! 
As a regular citizen, she is a teacher in environmental education, a promoter of citizen science 
conferences to upload in iNaturalist platform the variety of biodiversity THAT IS CURRENTLY LIVING 
IN THE URBAN AREA. She dedicates her life to raise awareness both, with local residents and visitors 
that are willing to get amazed with the +300 cenotes and the direct relation they have with jungle 
conservation, within the urban zone, and its wonders: endemic endangered species, archaeological 
discoveries, contemplation spaces, wetlands… that surprise to local and strangers with their beauty. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Otto VonVertrab. Visionary Founder – Río Secreto. CEO 
He exercises the role of CEO at Río Secreto, he envisioned this project as the opportunity to share with 
locals and visitors the AMAZING UNDERGROUND RIVERS ECOSYSTEM and the direct connection with 
white sand beaches in Mexican Caribbean. He has put together a new business model in place, making 
mayan landlords shareholders of the company, as well as private investors; dedicating only 10% of 
the entire property to CONTROLLED CARRYING CAPACITY tourism under the highest demands of 
international compliance of sustainable criteria, and 90% remaining, dedicated to GROUND AND 
UNDERGROUND RESEARCH. 
 

7. Michel Duhart. “A new story” 
Underground river diving enthusiast, Michel dedicates part of his life, to create a VIRTUAL 
COMMUNITY, in which he is aiming to EDUCATE through videos and pictures, some short lectures and 
“live stories” his audience, making them aware of the importance of CONSERVING THE NATURAL 
CAPITAL THAT PLAYA DEL CARMEN still has. 



 
Key success factors 
What helped you tackle the issues? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PLAYA DEL CARMEN. CARIBE MEXICANO. To talk about Playa del Carmen is to think of its unique 
Caribbean beaches, with its turquoise waters and white sand beaches; the famous "Quinta Avenida" and 
its perfect landscapes. 

But this city hides secrets and ancient treasures that are cared and well conserved in hands of Guardians 
and their initiatives that, because they deeply love Playa del Carmen, work and take actions for its 
conservation as their daily lives. 

Our call in Playa del Carmen was to find the BEST KEPT SECRETS, those that make up the origin of these 
magical, world-famous beaches… “Mexican Caribbean is born in the jungle heart, its caves and cenotes,” 
Roberto Rojo said – local speleologist. 

The findings were astonishing:  

Seven stories of different people that live everyday taking care of those treasures, magical heroes that 
are part of the magical town called Playa del Carmen. We are sure that many others are doing amazing 
things, and we look forward to being submitting TOP100 next year! 

1. Efraín Cab. Trigonario Urbano  

(Urban sacred mayan stingless bees’ keeper). Native Mayan living in Playa del Carmen urban town, that 
inherited the knowledge on how to take care of the “Melipona Bees”, because they have been sacred 
along the history in the mayan culture. 14 out of 52 recovered pages of Dresde Code, are dedicated to 
these magical native pollinators, describing the healing power of its honey… it’s said, that honey is 
capable to heal all the organs in the human body, in fact, because it takes sweetness back to the heart. 
Efraín does everything he can to save any hive endangered by unconscious urban development activity 
and takes care of it at least one year to allow them to recover its fullness. He preserves a place with native 
trees and flowers to give them enough food and in that way protect that species. 

2. Raúl Padilla. Jaguar WildLife NGO – CEO. 

Focused on the conservancy of nature and wildlife throughout environmental education and active 
research. He dedicates his days to do the monitoring of “wild cats” living in the best-preserved second 
largest tropical forest massif in LatAm that surrounds Playa del Carmen. His goal is to protect the natural 
environment “untouched” as the big risk is that urban development and big infrastructure projects to 
fragment the habitat. One single feline needs at least 300 hectares of UNTOUCHED jungle and its caves 
(where they drink fresh water), being an “umbrella species” with all the healthy conservation for 
environmental services this means. His job has taken him also, to discover ancient remains of the mayan 
culture that inhabited those caves and used those cenotes. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Felipe Salazar Dzituc. Native Mayan – proud educational tourist guide at Río Secreto 
In love with the ancient caves, its history, and magical stalactites and stalagmites… he shares with visitors 
the Mayan Cosmogony and its concept of life and death. He is so aware that for ancient cultures, every 
single thing is alive and connected with us, and to the whole universe. He is committed to make out of 
the experience a transformational visit for the rest of their lives… He lives his job more as a mission, than 
as a simple job, he is so proud of being mayan but, he has lived some racist events from visitors. 

4. Víctor Nuñez. Inclusive tourism guide at Río Secreto 
He runs the program “No limits” at Río Secreto, to allow people with different capacities to live the 
transformative experience in the underground rivers system, the elaborated network of caves and 
cenotes and feel the magic of those spaces, receiving the knowledge of how important they were for 
Ancient Mayans, and how important is nowadays to preserve untouched the delicate network, it’s 
fragility and the connection with the beauty of the white sand beaches that Playa del Carmen is very well 
known by. All these, under one premise… AS HUMANS… THE LIMIT IS THE SKY and make them feel free 
and connected with the origin of life in the area… caves, cenotes and jungle. 

5. Janet Guardiola. Vive Cenote – Live Cenote! 
She is a “living warrior”, two chemotherapies and arthritis survivor, nowadays dedicated to teaching the 
youngest in Playa del Carmen – and visitors also – to know, live and love what urban cenotes mean. Being 
Playa del Carmen, an emerging town built over this fragile ecosystem, she is part of this movement called 
“Vive Cenote” to foster the deep connection we, as sun and beach destination, have with the underground 
water that runs in these rivers and is exposed in the so called “cenotes”, all, being the origin of the 
wonderful turquoise waters that the +5million visitor a year can enjoy. She raises consciousness among 
local residents to avoid over development and tries to foster knowledge needed to keep living IN BALANCE 
with mother nature, and with her daily activities she reinforces the bond among local families and their 
relationship with their surrounding magical nature, and their inner world through meditations for 
cleaning both – our own heart and the underground water. 

6. Otto Von-Vertrab. Río Secreto CEO 
Creator of the magical concept of only 10% area of the total of the area dedicated to the Río Secreto 
Project, of controlled tourism inside a natural area. He has created this great team of specialists that are 
dedicated to study the story of humankind in the area through the language of stalactites and 
stalagmites, the clear water within the caves and the magical tropical jungle that gives home to the king 
of this place: Jaguars! Also, these knowledge is giving a lot of data about the potential risks we do have 
as humankind due to climate change. 

7. Michel Duhart. A new story. Founder. 
Michel is a cave diver, that felt in love with the region, that has committed to be a spokesman of the 
stories of the jungle, the caves, the water, the mangrove, the beach, the coral reef, the animals… and the 
need of doing the right thing; stressing out the importance of INHERIT those treasures in a better 
condition to next generations… He is committed in creating a NEW DEGREE OF EVOLUTION in 
conservation of the treasures of Playa del Carmen, by creating a digital community based on social media, 
with tons of information to trigger the curiosity of regular citizens to know more and more about Playa 
del Carmen, and with that… fall in love with them! 
 
 



 
Lessons learned 
While implementing the Good Practice what challenges were faced, and how were they overcome? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The seven stories are facing the largest challenge… big development looking out towards Playa del 
Carmen.  

 

The real challenge in Playa del Carmen is facing is that even with dozens of heroes like these ones… 
is that GREED under the cover of “needed development” or imposed infrastructure projects that are 
threatening the second largest tropical massif forest in LatAm. 

 

The challenge is  

How To Make the Authorities Sensitive to All The Natural Capital Treasures Playa Del Carmen Still 
Has? 

How To Make Them Aware that to preserve the natural white sand beaches we need to preserve the 
jungle and its caves…? 



 
Results, achievements and recognitions 
What were the qualitative and quantitative results of the good practice? 

 

 

 

1. More than 30 hives of Sacred Mayan Stingless Bees 
2. More than 20 jaguars or big felines monitored in the area (including data of some other 

researchers) 

3.  
4. More than 300 urban caves and/or cenotes already mapped in town 
5. More than 300 km of underground rivers mapped 
6. Data from our distance past, like a big drought [caused by intense deforestation of the 

jungle] happened in the area, obligating ancient mayan to leave the region 
7. Raising inclusive tourism WITH NO LIMITS, to different capabilities people to discover the 

“underground” sacred mayan world 
8. +40,000 impacts in social media raising awareness through videos, capsules, vblogs, etc. 
9. Model that demonstrates that tourism with controlled carrying capacity [with mayan as 

partners and shareholders] and with the aim of being educational, works and works very 
well, offering sources of decent work to people of native origin, that is also the reason for 
conserving large portions of jungle for research and preservation 

10. Potential creation of a PROSPECTIVE MODEL of geological dramatic changes under certain 
conditions of usage and over-usage of natural resources  

11. Remarkable love stories for a town called PLAYA DEL CARMEN 
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Additional references 
Provide links to further information. Pictures and videos should be available for download either from YouTube, 
Vimeo or other Cloud-based (Google/ One Drive) download URL (not WeTransfer). 

VIDEO FOR STORY: https://youtu.be/1yAYTeP9fUQ 

Methodology for finding success stories: AMANDO PLAYA DEL CARMEN - Google Forms 

Additional images: https://1drv.ms/u/s!AubHfny8ayKT8QwWR4q2sQ51i_ku?e=RX0Abk 


